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Abstract
The goal of phylogenetic inference is the reconstruction of the evolutionary history of various
biological entities (taxa) such as genes, proteins, viruses or species. Phylogenetic inference is
of major importance in computational biology and has numerous applications ranging from the
study of biodiversity to sequence analysis. Given a matrix of pairwise distances between taxa,
the minimum evolution (ME) principle consists in selecting the tree whose length is minimal,
where the tree length is estimated within the least-squares framework. The ME principle has
been shown to be statistically consistent when using the ordinary least-squares criterion (OLS)
and inconsistent with the more general weighted least-squares criterion (WLS). Unfortunately,
OLS+ME inference method can provide poor results since the variances of the input data are
not taken into account. Here we study a model which lies between OLS and WLS, classical in
statistics and data analysis, and we prove that the ME principle is statistically consistent within
this model. Our proof is inductive and relies on a time optimal recursive algorithm for estimating
edge lengths. As a corollary, we obtain a di<erent and simpler proof of the consistency result
for OLS+ME.
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1. Introduction
Phylogenetic inference is one of the key problems of computational biology. The
aim is the reconstruction of the evolutionary history of species, or of various biologi-
cal entities, as for example homologous and functionally related proteins. This history
is represented by a tree with leaves labeled bijectively by the biological objects be-
ing studied, and internal vertices representing hypothetical ancestors. Moreover, every
edge of this tree is associated with a positive valuation, or “length”, which expresses
the elapsed time between both vertices associated with that edge, or the number of
mutational events separating these vertices. Such a tree is called a phylogeny, and the
biological objects being studied are usually referred to by the generic term “taxa” (for
taxonomic units). We usually consider phylogenies to be binary (internal vertices have
degree 3), due to the speciation process they originate from. Phylogenetic inference
has numerous applications, ranging from the study of biodiversity to sequence analy-
sis and comparative genomics. Today, most phylogenetic reconstructions are based on
sequence data: DNA, RNA or proteins. Several approaches are distinguished, depend-
ing whether the sequences are exploited directly (parsimony and maximum-likelihood
methods) or through a matrix of pairwise distances between taxa (distance methods).
An excellent overview of phylogenetic inference can be found in [19].
One of the most common ideas in phylogenetic inference is that of selecting the tree
that minimizes the total tree length i.e., the “Steiner tree”, as Prst dePned by Jakob
Steiner in the 19th century. This idea complies with the Occam’s principle of scientiPc
inference, which essentially maintains that simpler explanations are preferable to more
complicated ones and that ad hoc explanations should be avoided. Parsimony methods,
which directly infer phylogenies from character data, are a well known example of
this approach, since they search for the tree that requires the minimum number of
mutational changes to explain the evolutionary change of the studied sequences. With
evolutionary distance data, dePnitions are much less obvious, because we must Prst state
how the edge lengths are estimated, and then how the tree length is calculated. The edge
length estimation problem is generally dealt with within the least-squares framework.
Several dePnitions of the tree length have been proposed [10,13,19], di<ering from
one another in their treatment of negative edge lengths. We shall discuss edge length
estimation Prst (see also [4,16,19] and Section 2) and then the various dePnitions of tree
length.
Let ij be the estimate of the evolutionary distance between objects (taxa) i and
j, obtained from sequences or any other data. Let S be the tree being studied. We
consider the structure of S to be Pxed and we aim to estimate the length of its edges
from the ij estimates. When the edge lengths of S are Pxed, S induces the distance
sij between objects i and j (i.e., sij is equal to the length of the path connecting i to j
in S). The principle is to determine edge lengths that minimize the di<erence between
the ij estimates and the sij distances. In the ordinary least-squares (OLS) framework,
we simply minimize the criterion∑
i; j∈O
(sij − ij)2; (1)
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where O is the set of studied objects. The drawback of this criterion (1) is that it
implicitly assumes that each ij estimate is independent and has the same variance
(reliability). When this is clearly not satisPed, criterion (1) is sub-optimal. In this
case, a better approach is to minimize the weighted least-squares (WLS) criterion
∑
i; j∈O
1
Var(ij)
(sij − ij)2; (2)
where Var(ij) is the variance of the ij estimate. In this way, the di<erence between
ij and sij is penalized less when ij is not reliable. When the ij estimates are mutu-
ally independent, minimizing (2) provides the optimal (minimum variance) estimation
of edge lengths [16]. When the ij estimates are dependent, we can use generalized
least-squares (GLS). This criterion is theoretically optimal, but rarely used because the
covariances of the ij estimates are usually poorly known. Minimizing criteria (1) or
(2) sometimes provides edge lengths with negative values, which do not correspond to
any biological process. The general approach to deal with this problem is non-negative
least-squares (NNLS) regression [11], which applies to GLS (and thus to WLS and
OLS). However, in practice, edge length estimates are only slightly negative, so usually
they are simply set to zero without modifying the other (positive) estimates.
Kid and Sgaramella-Zonta [10] as well as Rzhetsky and Nei [13] proposed using OLS
without the positivity constraint to estimate the edge lengths. Kid and Sgaramella-Zonta
[10] suggested using the sum of the absolute values of the edge lengths as the tree
length, while Rzhetsky and Nei [13] proposed simply using the sum of edge lengths,
regardless of whether they are positive or negative. This dePnes two variants of what
is called today the minimum evolution (ME) principle. A third variant, suggested by
Swo<ord et al. [19], is to just add up those edge lengths that are positive and neglect
the negative ones. For any of these three dePnitions, the ME principle involves selecting
the shortest tree as being the correct phylogeny.
Rzhetsky and Nei [13] demonstrated that the ME principle, combined with OLS and
using their own dePnition of tree length, is statistically consistent. Let T be the true
tree, associated with the distance matrix (tij), and (ij) the matrix of distance estimates.
Assuming that (ij) is a consistent estimate of (tij), the more data we have (e.g., the
longer the sequences used to estimate the pairwise distances), the closer (ij) is to (tij).
Statistical consistency of tree inference then means that the structure of T is obtained
with certainty as soon as (ij) is suSciently close to (tij). In other words, assuming that
the model used to estimate the pairwise distance matrix is consistent, the more data we
have, the higher the probability to recover the correct tree. Statistical consistency is a
central issue in phylogenetic inference and has been discussed at length in the past [19].
However, OLS provides poor edge length estimates when the variances of the ij
estimates are markedly heterogeneous (see above). In these situations, we would ex-
pect the ME principle to have a rather low ability to recover the true tree, as has
been shown by ourselves [8], and others, using computer simulations. So, numerous
authors (e.g., [3,8,12,19]) suggested that the ME principle could be combined with a
more reliable estimation of edge lengths based on WLS or GLS. The idea was that
a more reliable estimation of tree length should induce higher accuracy. However, we
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provided a counter-example which demonstrated that all of the three variants of the ME
principle described above are inconsistent, when combined with WLS (and therefore
GLS) estimation of edge lengths [9]. Erroneous inferences are possible, even when the
estimated distance matrix is very close (or identical) to the true distance matrix.
In this article, we discuss a generalization of OLS, which does not have the same
generality as the WLS model. We assume that every object i is associated with a
strictly positive weight wi such that
Var(ij) =
1
wiwj
; ∀i; j∈O (3)
while all covariances are null. In this model, very common in statistics and data analy-
sis, it is the objects that are weighted, not the distances. The OLS criterion is obtained
when all weights wi are equal. A classical application of this model (3) concerns the
case where every object being studied represents a collection of individual objects.
For example, in population genetics, suppose that we are studying the relationships
between di<erent groups of people and we took a representative sample of size wi for
each group i. The distance between two groups i and j is then the average of the pair-
wise individual distances and, assuming that individual distances have equal variance,
the variance of the ij estimate is proportional to 1=wiwj, as in Eq. (3).
In this paper, we prove that the ME principle remains consistent when assuming
this model (3). Our result holds for the three variants of the ME principle [13,16,19]
described above. Therefore, we generalize the result of Rzhetsky and Nei [13] by
enlarging the limited OLS framework and by dealing with several variants of the
ME principle. Moreover, our proof is very di<erent and considerably simpler than the
proof of [13]. It is inductive and relies on a recursive and time optimal algorithm for
estimating edge lengths. In Section 2, we provide notation and well-known results of
the domain. The edge length estimation algorithm is described in Section 3, while the
proof of consistency is given in Section 4. A short discussion in Section 5 concludes
the paper.
2. Preliminaries
Let O be a set of n objects, denoted by 1; : : : ; n. We consider valued unrooted binary
trees over O. Such a tree S is composed of a shape S˙ and a valuation : S˙ is an
unrooted binary tree over O (the degree of each of its internal node is 3 and there
exists a one-to-one mapping between its leaves and the elements of O) and  is a
function which associates a real number to each edge of S˙.
Removing an edge from S˙ divides O into two parts, i.e., each edge of S˙ dePnes a
bipartition of O. It can be shown that S˙ can be recovered from the 2n− 3 bipartitions
{X; VX } of O induced by its edges [1]. Let {X; VX } be such a bipartition: X can be seen
both as a subset of O (then, VX =O \X ) or as a rooted subtree of S˙ whose root is one
vertex of the corresponding edge ( VX is then the subtree rooted at the other vertex).
S˙ can also be dePned by a q× (2n− 3) 0-1 matrix (s˙(ij)k) where q= n(n− 1)=2 is
the number of doublets of objects in O, where 2n − 3 is the number of edges of S˙,
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and where s˙(ij)k =1 if the path connecting the objects i and j passes through the edge
k, and s˙(ij)k = 0 otherwise. Each column of this matrix corresponds to an edge of S˙
and dePnes a bipartition of O. When there is no ambiguity, we will also denote by S˙
the matrix (s˙(ij)k).
The valuation  can be represented by a 2n − 3 column vector (k), where k is
the value associated with the edge k. We will also denote this vector by . When all
the values k are positive, they can be seen as the lengths of the corresponding edges
and they induce a tree distance over O. When some k are not positive, they induce
an unsigned tree dissimilarity on the objects of O [2]. In both cases, we denote by
sij the sum of the values associated with the edges which compose the path from S
connecting the objects i and j. These distances (or dissimilarities) can be represented
by a n×n symmetrical matrix (sij) whose diagonal elements are null, or by a n(n−1)=2
column vector (s(ij)).
The Four-Point condition [5,6,18,17,21] shows that if (s(ij)) is the distance over O
induced by the positively valued tree S, then S can be exactly recovered from (s(ij)).
In this case, we will also denote the vector (s(ij)) by S. So, using matrix notations, we
have S= S˙.
Following the dePnition by Rzhetsky and Nei [13], the length L(S) of a valued tree
S is the sum of the values associated with its edges, that is L(S) = 1 where 1 is the
row vector composed of 2n− 3 entries equal to 1.
Assume that an estimated distance vector  = ((ij)) between the objects of O is
given, together with a q×q matrix V=((ij)(kl)) which contains the known (or supposed
so) (co-)variances of elements in . We can then estimate the valuation  associated
with a given tree structure S˙ from the matrices  and V, within the least-squares
framework. The general principle is to minimize the quadratic distance between  and
S according to the metric dePned by V−1, i.e., ( − S)tV−1( − S), where  and S
are the vectors ((ij)) and (s(ij)). There exists only one solution to this minimization
problem [16]; its matrix expression is given by
 = (S˙
t
V−1S˙)−1S˙
t
V−1: (4)
From a geometrical point of view,  represents the projection of  on the vector
subspace generated by the columns (bipartitions) of S˙, according to the metric dePned
by V−1.
The length L(S˙; ;V) associated with S˙ and  in the sense of V−1 is therefore
L(S˙; ;V) = 1(S˙
t
V−1S˙)−1S˙
t
V−1: (5)
Eq. (5) is consistent with the above dePnition of tree length by Rhzetsky and Nei
[13]: when =S= S˙, the estimated length becomes equal to the true tree length, i.e.
L(S˙;S;V) = L(S).
Moreover, as projections are linear functions, we have
L(S˙; 11 + 22;V) = 1L(S˙; 1;V) + 2L(S˙; 2;V);
where 1 and 2 are any points from Rq and where 1 and 2 are two real numbers.
It follows that L is a continuous function of , when S˙ and V are Pxed.
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Before concluding this section, we introduce some more notation. Let {X; VX } and
{Y; VY} be two bipartitions over O (induced by the tree S) such that X ∩ Y = ∅. We
dePne the weighted average distance between X and Y in S by
sXY =
1
wXwY
∑
i∈X;j∈Y
wiwjsij ; (6)
where wX =
∑
i∈X wi and wY =
∑
i∈Y wi. In the same way, we dePne
XY =
1
wXwY
∑
i∈X;j∈Y
wiwjij: (7)
Let X be a rooted subtree of S. We dePne the weighted average distance between the
root of X and its leaves by
fX =
1
wX
∑
i∈X
wisix; (8)
where six is the length (induced by S) of the path from the root x of X to the
leaf i.
3. Recursive computation of edge lengths
Eq. (4) gives the lengths of the edges associated with a tree shape S˙ for an estimated
distance vector , according to a metric V−1. Here we propose a new recursive expres-
sion of these lengths under the hypothesis studied in this paper: we suppose that the
matrix V is induced by a vector W = (wi) composed of weights associated with each
object in O, according to Eq. (3). This new expression of edge lengths allows a simple
proof of the consistency of the ME principle (Section 4). Moreover, this expression
leads to a procedure that computes the edge lengths in O(n2) time (n is the number of
objects). This complexity is optimal since the size of  is also O(n2). We remark that
directly using Eq. (4) to calculate edge lengths under this model yields a time com-
plexity in O(n4) since we have to calculate the product of the (2n− 3)× (n(n− 1))=2
matrix S˙
t
by the (n(n− 1))=2× (2n− 3) matrix V−1S˙.
Let (S˙; ;W) be the edge lengths associated with S˙ according to  and W, via
Eq. (4) (with V described by Eq. (3)). The algorithm EDGE LENGTHS expresses
(S˙; ;W) as a function of (S˙
′
; ′;W′) where S˙
′
; ′ and W′ relate to n − 1 ob-
jects. EDGE LENGTHS follows an agglomerative scheme similar to the one used in
ADD-TREE [15] or NJ [14]. It computes the lengths of the edges connecting two sib-
ling nodes in S˙, removes these two objects from S˙, reduces the matrix  and W, and
repeats this process until only two objects remain. The time complexity of each step
is O(n) and, therefore the total complexity is in O(n2). EDGE LENGTHS generalizes
the algorithm given in [7] for OLS (where all weights wi are equal).
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EDGE LENGTHS
Input: S˙; ;W
If S˙ contains exactly two objects (n= 2) denoted as 1 and 2,
Then
12 = 12
Else
Select two sibling objects in S˙ denoted as 1 and 2,
and let u be the unique internal node on path (1,2);
Let w =
∑n
i=3 wi;
Let 1u = 1212 +
1
2w
∑n
i=3 wi(1i − 2i); (9)
Let 2u = 1212 − 12w
∑n
i=3 wi(1i − 2i); (10)
Let S˙
′
be obtained from S˙ by removing 1 and 2,
u is now an object (a leaf);
Let W′ be obtained from W by replacing w1 and w2 by
wu = w1 + w2;
Let ′ be obtained from  by replacing 1i and 2i (36 i6 n)
by ui = 1(1i − 1u) + 2(2i − 2u), (11)
where 1 = w1wu and 2 =
w2
wu
;
Compute the remaining edge lengths by calling
EDGE LENGTHS(S˙
′
; ′;W′).
Output: (S˙; ;W)
The proof of the correctness of EDGE LENGTHS relies on the following conserva-
tion property, which generalizes previous results for OLS by Vach [20].
Proposition 1. Suppose that the matrix V is induced by W according to Eq. (3) and
let  = (S˙; ;W) be de;ned by Eq. (4). The dissimilarity induced by  and S˙ is
S= S˙. Let now u be an internal node of S˙ and let X ; Y and Z be the three rooted
subtrees associated with u (see Fig. 1). We have
XY = sXY ; XZ = sXZ and YZ = sYZ ; (12)
where XY ; XZ and YZ are de;ned by Eq. (7) and where sXY ; sXZ and sYZ are de;ned
by Eq. (6).
In other words, the weighted average distances between the subtrees associated
with an internal node are the same for  as for S.
Proof. The proof of this property relies on Eq. (4) which directly implies
S˙
t
V−1= S˙
t
V−1S:
The two sides of this matrix equation are column vectors whose dimensions are 2n−3.
Therefore; we get 2n− 3 equalities associated with each edge (column) of S˙. Let k be
an edge of S˙ and let {X; VX } be the associated bipartition over O. We have: s˙(ij)k = 1
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Fig. 1. The three rooted subtrees associated with an internal node u; x, y and z are the roots of X , Y and
Z , respectively.
if k separates i and j and s˙(ij)k = 0 otherwise. The equality associated with k can be
written∑
i∈X;j∈ VX
wiwjij =
∑
i∈X;j∈ VX
wiwjsij ;
which is equivalent to
X VX = sX VX : (13)
In other words; the weighted average distance between the components of a bipartition
of S˙ are equal in  and S. Now; as VX = Y ∪ Z and Y ∩ Z = ∅; Eq. (13) can be
transformed into
wY
w VX
XY +
wZ
w VX
XZ =
wY
w VX
sXY +
wZ
w VX
sXZ
and two similar equations can be associated with bipartitions {Y; VY} and {Z; VZ}. The
solutions of these three equations obviously correspond to the relations stated by
Eqs. (12).
From Proposition 1, we can infer a simple expression of edge lengths. Let x; y; z be
the roots of the subtrees X; Y; Z dePned above. Then,
XY = sXY = fX + xu + yu + fY ;
XZ = sXZ = fX + xu + zu + fZ;
YZ = sYZ = fY + yu + zu + fZ;
where fX ; fY and fZ are dePned by Eq. (8).
Solving these three equations, we obtain
xu = 12XY +
1
2XZ − 12YZ − fX ; (14)
and symmetric expressions for yu and zu.
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Fig. 2. x, y, k and l are the roots of X , Y , K and L, respectively; (x; k) and (x; l) are edges while (x; y) is
a path.
Now, let us look at the agglomerative algorithm EDGE LENGTHS. It computes the
edge lengths from the “periphery” of the tree toward its center. At each step, some
“external” rooted subtrees have been processed while the lengths of central edges have
still to be computed. It can easily be shown by induction that while the algorithm
correctly computes the edge lengths of the tree, i.e. while the ij computed by the
algorithm are the same as the ij provided by Eq. (4), the following property holds:
Proposition 2. If X and Y are processed subtrees corresponding to the leaves x and
y in the running tree and if the length of the edges of X and Y computed by the
algorithm are the same as the edge lengths provided by Eq. (4); then
xy = XY − fX − fY ;
where xy is computed by the previous steps of the algorithm and where fX and fY
are derived from the valuation  = (S˙; ;W) de;ned by Eq. (4).
Proof. The proof is inductive. The property is clear if X = {x} and Y = {y}. Now;
suppose that there exist processed subtrees K and L with roots k and l; such that
X = K ∪ L (see Fig. 2). We have
XY =
wK
wX
KY +
wL
wX
LY
=
wk
wx
(ky + fK + fY ) +
wl
wx
(ly + fL + fY ) by induction hypothesis
=
wk
wx
(ky + fK) +
wl
wx
(ly + fL) + fY
=
wk
wx
(ky − kx) + wlwx (ly − lx) + fX + fY
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= xy + fX + fY ; from (11) and since kx and lx are supposed to be
correctly computed by the algorithm:
Now, we can prove the correctness of the agglomerative algorithm EDGE LENGTHS.
Theorem 1. For any unrooted binary tree S˙; dissimilarity  and weighting W on O;
the algorithm EDGE LENGTHS ouput (S˙; ;W) equals the least-squares estimate
of  given by Eq. (4); where V is described by W via Eq. (3).
Proof. Let x and y be the sibling nodes selected by the algorithm; let u be the corre-
sponding internal node; let X and Y be the processed subtrees corresponding to x and
y and let Z be the set composed of the processed subtrees (denoted as I with root i)
which are di<erent from X and Y .
Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
xu =
1
2
XY +
(
1
2wZ
∑
I∈Z
wI (XI − YI )
)
− fX : (15)
Note that xu only depends on W,  and on edge lengths that have been already
computed. Moreover, at the Prst step of the algorithm, Eq. (15) is clearly identical to
Eqs. (9) and (10).
Now, assume that edge lengths were correct during the previous steps of the algo-
rithm. From Proposition 2, we can rewrite formula (15) as
xu =
1
2
(xy + fX + fY ) +
(
1
2wZ
∑
I∈Z
wI (xi + fX + fI − yi − fY − fI )
)
− fX
=
1
2
xy +
1
2wZ
∑
I∈Z
wI (xi − yi);
which exactly corresponds to what is computed by the algorithm (Eqs. (9) and (10)).
In other words, edge length estimation is still correct at the current step, and the proof
follows by induction.
4. A simple proof of the consistency of the ME principle
The ME principle of phylogenetic inference proposes selecting the tree structure S˙
with minimal estimated length, given estimated distances (ij) between elements of O
and according to the variance-covariance matrix V. We shall prove that if the matrix
V is of the form described in Eq. (3), then the ME principle is statistically consistent:
when the estimated distances (ij) are suSciently close to the true distances (tij), the
structure of the true tree is inferred with certainty and the edge lengths of the inferred
tree are arbitrarily close to the edge lengths of the true tree.
The proof of the consistency of the ME principle relies on the following proposition.
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Fig. 3. Position in T of the selected, siblings in S˙, objects 1 and 2; the distance in T between 1 and 2 is
equal to "1 + # + "2.
Proposition 3. For any binary tree S˙; any positively valued binary tree T and any
weighting W de;ned over the same set O; we have
S˙ = T˙⇒ L(S˙;T;V)¿L(T); (16)
where V is described by W via Eq. (3) and where L(S˙;T;V) is the tree length de;ned
by Rzhetsky and Nei [13] (Eq. (5)).
Proof. Our proof is inductive. Relation (16) is clearly true for n= 2 and n= 3 since
in these cases; there exists only one possible tree structure. Let n be an integer ¿ 3.
Suppose that relation (16) is true for n− 1. We will prove that it is still true for n.
Consider algorithm EDGE LENGTHS where  is induced by the true tree T. Let 1
and 2 be two sibling objects in S˙ and u be the internal node which separates them in
S˙. Let "1 and "2 be the lengths of the edges in T adjacent to 1 and 2. Eqs. (9) and
(10) provide the lengths 1u and 2u of the edges (1; u) and (2; u) in S˙.
If 1 and 2 are sibling objects in T, then we obviously have 1u = "1 and 2u = "2.
If 1 and 2 are not siblings, consider Fig. 3 which represents the position of these
objects in T. We have t12="1+"2+# with #¿ 0. Consider Eq. (9). There is at least one
object j such that t1j− t2j ¿ "1−"2− # (see Fig. 3). And for all i, t1i− t2i¿ "1−"2− #.
As the weights wi are strictly positive, we have:
1u ¿ 12 ("1 + #+ "2) +
1
2 ("1 − "2 − #) = "1:
We obtain a similar inequality for 2u. Therefore, when 1 and 2 are not sibling objects
in T,
1u ¿"1 and 2u ¿"2: (17)
In other words, the edges stemming from 1 and 2 are greater in S than in T, as soon
as 1 and 2 are siblings in S but not in T.
As the edges stemming from 1 and 2 are longer in S than in T, it is expected that
the length of S is greater than the length of T, as soon as 1 and 2 are not siblings
in T. Indeed, property (17) is basic, but the next steps of the algorithm must still
be examined to verify that at least a part of this length increase persists through the
duration of the algorithm. The diSculty is that the matrix ′, as dePned in algorithm
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EDGE LENGTHS, does not dePne a tree distance, unless 1 and 2 are siblings in T.
However, we will see that ′ can be decomposed as a weighted sum of three distance
matrices 1; 2 and 3, where 1 and 2 dePne tree distances, and where 3 can be
induced by any tree structure (S˙
′
in particular).
DePne dissimilarities 1 = (1ij), 
2 = (2ij) and 
3 = (3ij) on the set of objects
{u; 3; : : : ; n} by
1ui = t1i if i∈{3; : : : ; n} and 1ij = tij if i; j = u;
2ui = t2i if i∈{3; : : : ; n} and 2ij = tij if i; j = u;
3ui =−11u − 22u if i∈{3; : : : ; n} and 3ij = 0 if i; j = u:
We can easily verify from Eq. (11) that ′= 11 + 22 +3. Using the linearity of
L, we have
L(S˙
′
; ′;W′) = 1L(S˙
′
; 1;W′) + 2L(S˙
′
; 2;W′) + L(S˙
′
; 3;W′): (18)
Moreover, 1 (resp. 2) is the tree distance whose tree representation T1 (resp. T2)
is obtained from T by deleting leaf 2 (resp. 1) and by replacing leaf 1 (resp. 2) by u.
So, we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain
L(S˙
′
; 1;W′)¿L(T)− "2 and L(S˙′; 2;W′)¿L(T)− "1: (19)
Now, the dissimilarity 3 can be exactly represented using S˙
′
by giving the weight
−11u − 22u to the edge stemming from u and the weight 0 to all other edges. So
L(S˙
′
; 3;W′) =−11u − 22u: (20)
Combining Eqs. (18), (19) and (20), we obtain
L(S˙;T;W) = L(S˙
′
; ′;W′) + 1u + 2u;
¿ 1(L(T)− "2) + 2(L(T)− "1) + (1− 1)1u + (1− 2)2u;
¿ L(T) + 2(1u − "1) + 1(2u − "2): (21)
If 1 and 2 are not siblings in T, we have L(S˙;T;W)¿L(T) from property (17) (and
since 1; 2 ∈ ]0; 1[). If 1 and 2 are siblings in T, then since T˙ = S˙, at least one of
the trees T1 and T2 has a structure di<erent from S˙
′
. For this tree, the corresponding
inequality (19) is strict and again we obtain L(S˙;T;W)¿L(T). That is, relation (16)
is proved.
We can now state our main result: the statistical consistency of the ME principle.
Theorem 2. For any positively valued binary tree T = (tij) and for any of the three
tree length de;nitions proposed in [10;13;19]; if estimated distances  = (ij) are
suAciently close from (tij) and if the variance-covariance matrix is de;ned by a
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weighting W via Eq. (3); then the ME principle infers with certainty a tree S whose
structure S˙ is equal to the structure of T and whose edge lengths are arbitrarily close
to the edge lengths in T.
Proof. We Prst consider the tree length by Rzhetsky and Nei [13]. We have L(T˙;T;W)
= L(T) (Section 2). Therefore; Proposition 3 implies that T has the shortest length
among all possible tree structures; when (ij) = (tij). As the length associated with a
tree structure is a continuous function of the distance matrix (Section 2); the estimated
tree lengths relatively to (ij) and (tij) become arbitrarily close when (ij) tends towards
(tij). As there only exist Pnitely many tree structures given a set of objects O; when
(ij) is suSciently close to (tij); T has the shortest estimated length relatively to (ij); as
it already has relatively to (tij); T˙ is then inferred with certainty from (ij). Moreover;
the valuation  dePned by Eq. (4) is a continuous function of (ij). It follows that the
edge lengths of the inferred tree are arbitrarily close to the edge lengths of the true
tree T; when (ij) is suSciently close to (tij).
Consider now the two other dePnitions of tree length: negative edges are counted
positively [10] or neglected [19]. Therefore, the length of a tree according to these
two dePnitions is greater than or equal to the length in the sense of Rzhetsky and Nei
[13]. Moreover, the estimated length L(T˙;T;W) of T is always equal to its real length
L(T), as the (exact) estimates of edge lengths are positive. It follows that Proposition
3 is valid for these two tree length dePnitions. Therefore, the above argument applies,
which completes the proof.
5. Discussion
Let us consider the proof of Proposition 3, which forms the basis of Theorem 2.
When 1 and 2 are not siblings in S˙, but when this is the only error in S˙ (see Fig. 4),
the inequalities (19) become equalities and we have L(S˙;T;W)−L(T)=2(1u−"1)+
1(2u− "2). In other words, the increase of the edge lengths (Eq. (17)) is partly kept
during the following steps of the algorithm (if the increase was completely kept, we
Fig. 4. The only di<erence between S˙ and T˙ is the inversion of leaves 2 and 3.
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would have L(S˙;T;W)− L(T)= 1u− "1 + 2u− "2). When S˙ contains other errors, at
least one of the inequalities (19) is strict and all these errors a<ect the length of the
tree. The result is a cumulative increase in length. In other words, the consistency of
the ME principle mainly comes from the increase expressed by relations (17,21), from
the linearity of tree length and from the fact that it can be computed recursively.
When the WLS model is considered, it is easily seen that an increasing edge length
property similar to (17) holds. However, such a property is not fulPlled in the GLS
model. Moreover, there does not exist any algorithm in the WLS model (nor in the
GLS model) with the same simple recursive structure as EDGE LENGTHS. Indeed, in
this algorithm, the lengths of the edges 1u and 2u are computed without using either
the distances ij(i; j =1; 2) or the rest S˙′ of the structure S˙. This remarkable property
of model (3) does not hold in the WLS model, as can be veriPed by applying Eq. (4)
to simple examples. The lack of this property probably explains why the ME principle
is not consistent in the WLS and GLS models.
The ME principle is based on an assumption which is natural and easily under-
standable in biology. Therefore, it would be interesting to extend the result proved in
this paper. This could be achieved by generalizing the model (3), or by discovering
other models, possibly including non null covariances, and for which the ME principle
would remain consistent. From a theoretical point of view, it could also be interesting
to relax the hypothesis on the degree of the tree and consider non-binary trees.
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